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ABSTRACT: A combination of carbon nanotube and Temperature Sensitive Paint (cntTSP) has a potential 
to visualize dynamic movement of the boundary-layer transition on a model surface. The cntTSP sensor can 
visualize the surface boundary-layer conditions as temperature distribution based on different heat transfer 
coefficients in the laminar and turbulent flow. One wide area of interest for the use of cntTSP is the 
continuous model angle-sweep tests, which are desired in order to improve the data productivity of the wind 
tunnel tests. In this paper, the applicability of cntTSP to a continuous moving model (pitch-sweep test) is 
investigated in a low-speed wind tunnel. The laminar to turbulent boundary-layer transition appearing on a 
simplified airplane model wing is visualized and compared between the pitch-fix and pitch-sweep tests. With 
the model pitch angel varying transition patterns were successfully visualized by the cntTSP. Influences of 
the test parameters, e.g. sweep speed and direction, were examined and optimal parameters for the 
application of cntTSP in angle-sweep test are proposed in this paper. 

1 Introduction 
The visualization of the temperature distribution on a whole wind tunnel model is possible using 
Temperature Sensitive Paint (TSP). This paint has to be excited by light at an appropriate wavelength, 
e.g. in the UV range, and its temperature-dependent emission is detected by a camera system (CCD or 
CMOS). TSP measurement method is based on the dependence of the intensity or decay time of its 
luminescence on the temperature, caused by thermal quenching [1]. One major area of interest for such 
technique is the examination of the laminar-to-turbulent boundary layer transition behavior on wind 
tunnel models. However, the naturally established wall temperature difference in adiabatic wall 
temperature caused by the recovery process is typically too small to be detected with TSP, especially in 
low-speed tests. Therefore, the TSP technique requires an increase of the adiabatic wall temperature 
difference for transition detection measurements. Several methods have been used and reported [2,3]. 
The working principle of all of these methods is the imposition of a heat transfer between the flow and 
the surface of the wind tunnel model. In the previous work carbon nanotubes (CNT) [4] were presented 
as a source for electrical heating in order to generate temperature differences between laminar and 
turbulent boundary layers which are sufficient for the TSP technique [5.6]. CNT has several desirable 
properties: for example a very high electric conductivity, and its ease of applicability as a coating with 
a thickness of few micrometers, which enables a successful combination with TSP for transition 
detection measurements in the wind tunnel environment (cntTSP).  
One big advantage of cntTSP is that the boundary-layer transition can be detected without changing the 
flow parameters. In addition, based on its capability of constant model surface heating, the cntTSP has 
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a potential to be used for the dynamic visualization of boundary-layer transition, leading to the 
application of cntTSP in continuous model angle-sweep tests. The use of cntTSP in the angle-sweep 
tests is strongly desirable by the industrial partners in order to improve the data productivity of wind 
tunnel tests. 
In this paper, cntTSP applied on a continuous moving model (pitch-sweep test) is investigated in a low-
speed wind tunnel with various test parameters, e.g. sweep speed, and sweep direction. 

2 Methods  

2.1 Temperature Sensitive Paint  
The working principle of TSP is based on the thermal quenching process of dye molecules, also called 
luminophores, inside a binder material. A dye molecule can be excited by absorption of light of an 
appropriate wavelength which is specific for the dye molecule. The excited dye molecules can return to 
the electronic ground state by emission of light, which is Stokes-shifted to a longer wavelength relative 
to the excitation wavelength. The thermal quenching process leads to a radiationless transition of the 
dye molecule to the electronic ground state; the degree of quenching depends on the temperature. This 
means in practice that the emission intensity of the TSP dye decreases with increasing temperatures, 
since the degree of thermal quenching increases with temperature. The relationship between the 
emission intensity of the TSP and the temperature is given by the Arrhenius relation [1]. 
The dye molecule used in this work were complexes of Europium (excitation = UV light, emission = 
red light). This Europium-based TSP is suitable for the application at ambient conditions because of its 
high luminescent intensity and high temperature sensitivity. As a binder material for TSP, 
commercially available three component polyurethane-based binder (PU) was used. To enhance the 
TSP signal, an additional PU-based screen layer was applied below the TSP active layer.  

2.2 Carbon Nanotube for Electric Heating 
Boundary layer transition detection by means of TSP involves visualizing the temperature difference 
between the laminar and turbulent flow regimes. The “natural” temperature difference between the 
laminar and turbulent domains near the model surface is rather small (< 0.1 K for low-speed flows), 
caused by different recovery factors for the two boundary layer states. Therefore, the temperature 
difference must be artificially enhanced by creating a temperature difference between flow and surface. 
Due to the different heat transfer coefficients for convective heat transfer in the laminar and turbulent 
boundary-layers, heat transfer between flow and model surface is higher within the turbulent region 
than within the laminar one.  
In this work, a thin heating layer consisting of carbon nanotubes (CNT) was employed for generating 
the temperature difference between flow and surface. CNT are allotropes of carbon with a cylindrical 
nanostructure. In 1991 Iijima published work on helical microtubules of graphitic carbon and brought 
CNT into scientific community [4]. The cylindrical carbon structures have properties such as very high 
electrical conductivity (>1,000 times greater than copper) which can be used for example as electrical 
resistance heater even in very thin layers. Due to the low electrical resistance of the CNT layer, an 
effective heating with this layer can be achieved with a relatively low voltage. CNT mixed with a 
polyurethane solution (same component as TSP layer) is sprayable and can be applied to complex 3D 
surfaces using an airbrush [5]. This combination of CNT heating and TSP is called cntTSP. Figure 1 
shows a comparison of heating distribution between a commercially available heating foil and cntTSP. 
The cntTSP can be used to generate a very homogeneous temperature increase over the model surface 
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3.3 Experimental Conditions 
The simplified aircraft model was investigated with the flow speed fixed at 25 m/s. Only the port wing 
was used for TSP visualizations. Further test parameters of the cntTSP sensor test were: 

• pitch angle range α = 0 to + 10 degrees 
• pitch-sweep speed Δα = 0.25, 0.5, 1.0 degrees/s 
• sweep direction = up or down 
• CNT input electric power = 0.4, 1.8, 4.1, 7.3 W  

 
The camera frame rate was adjusted to the pitch-sweep speed of the model: f = 60 fps (pitch-fix and Δα 
= 0.25 degrees/s), f = 125 fps (Δα = 0.5 degrees/s) and f = 250 fps (Δα = 1.0 degrees/s). The camera 
shutter width was always 1/1666 s. 

3.4 Data Acquisition and Processing 
In the pitch-fix test, 200 run images were acquired and ensemble-averaged at each condition. The 
image acquisition was started 25 s after the CNT heating start. The reference images were taken under 
same flow and pitch-angle conditions but without the CNT heating. 
In the pitch-sweep test, the model pitch-sweep motion was started 15 s after the CNT heating start. The 
TSP run images were continuously acquired during the model motion. The reference images were also 
taken under same flow condition with the pitch-sweep motion but without CNT heating. In the post-
data processing, each 30 images, which are corresponding to 0.125 degrees pitch movement, were 
ensemble-averaged to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of TSP images. 
The temperature distribution was calculated from the ratio of the reference and run image. Since the 
repeatability of the model position between the run and reference condition is very good, any image 
alignment was not required in this test.  

4 Results and Discussions 

4.1 Pitch-fix Test 
Figure 5 shows one visualization result of the boundary-layer transition of the pitch-fixed test. The 
model pitch angle is +5 degrees and the flow speed is 25 m/s.  The flow is coming from the left and the 
wing tip is situated on the bottom of the image. In the images the darker areas towards the trailing edge 
of the wing indicate a higher heat transfer, which is caused by turbulent flow. The transition position 
near the root and the tip of the wing are influenced by the interactions with the model fuselage and the 
wing tip vortex. Figure 6 shows the temperature profiles along the chord at y/b = 0.3. The temperature 
profile obtained from four different electric input powers are plotted here. Other test conditions are the 
same as for the image shown in Fig. 5. Even though the magnitude of the developed temperature is 
changed by the input power, the shape of the profiles itself are similar and the detected transition 
positions are x/c = 0.54 in all results (vertical dashed line in the figure). The surface heating does not 
change the transition position for this input power range. In the following part, the input power of 4.1 
W is used. 
Figure 7 shows that the transition pattern changes with the model pitch-angle. The development of the 
turbulent region with increasing pitch-angle is well visualized in these results. Not only is the motion of 
the global transition position but also interesting small structures are visible, e.g. wedges caused by 
imperfections of the leading edge (α = +8 degrees), streaky lines in the turbulent region (α = +3 
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degrees). The cntTSP works well for the visualization of the complex boundary-layer transition 
patterns in low-speed flow. 
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 Fig. 5. One visualization result of the boundary- Fig. 6. Temperature profiles for different electric powers  
 layer transition of the pitch-fixed test (+5 degrees) 
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Fig. 7. Transition pattern change with the model pitch-angle 
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4.2 Pitch-sweep Test 
Two different pitch-sweep tests, i.e. the pitch-up and the pitch-down, are compared in Fig. 8. The pitch-
angle of these results is +5 degrees, which corresponds to Fig. 5 in the pitch-fix test. The pitch-sweep 
speed is 0.25 degrees/s with other test conditions same as in the pitch-fixed test. The transition pattern 
appearing in these results is comparable to the pattern in the pitch-fix test. However the temperature 
contrast and also SNR are smaller compared to the pitch-fix test, especially in the pitch-down test. The 
decreased SNR is the result of the smaller number of ensemble-averaged images (200 images in the 
pitch-fix test, 30 images in the pitch-sweep test). The acquisition of more images by increasing the 
camera frame rate could easily solve this problem. On the other hand, the smaller temperature contrast 
between laminar and turbulent flow can be considered as a systematic problem in the pitch-sweep test. 
Figure 9 shows the temperature profiles along the chord from the pitch-fix and two pitch-sweep tests 
(span position y/b = 0.3). In addition, the detected transition positions are plotted as the circler symbols 
in this figure. The temperature profiles near the transition location are different for these three 
conditions. These differences could be explained by the response of the surface temperature to the 
differently changing heat transfer. In the pitch-up test, the turbulent region is expanding toward the 
leading edge with increasing pitch-angle indicating the surface heat transfer changes from low 
(laminar) to high (turbulent). In contrast, the laminar region is expanding toward the trailing edge in the 
pitch-down test and the surface heat transfer changes from high to low. The change of the surface 
temperature is quicker when the heat transfer is higher. As a result, the region where the boundary-
layer condition changes from laminar to turbulent is cooled quickly in the pitch-up test and the region 
where the boundary-layer condition changes from turbulent to laminar is relatively slowly warm up in 
the pitch-down test. For practical applications, the pitch-up test is more favorable rather than the pitch-
down test. 
Figure 10(a) shows a comparison of the transition location detected by the maximum slope method 
(span position y/b = 0.3). The transition positions below α = +2 degrees are hardly detectable in this test 
because the transition position is too close to the trailing edge. In this figure, there appears constant 
shift (or delay) of the transition position in the pitch-sweep test from the pitch-fix test. This delay can 
be corrected by a constant angle shift as shown in Fig. 10(b). In both, the pitch-up and the pitch-down 
tests, the transition positons match well after the angle shift of 0.25 degrees. A comparison of the 
detected transition location with different pitch-sweep speeds is show in Fig. 11. Only the results from 
the pitch-up test are plotted in this figure. It looks like that the delay of the detected transition location 
between pitch-fix and pitch-sweep does not change even when the sweep speed is increased by a factor 
of four. Same results are obtained in the pitch-down tests. Any systematic delay of the model pitch 
motion is not identified in this test. Currently the reason of this delay in the pitch-sweep test is unclear. 
Further parametric investigation is needed.  
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Fig. 8. Transition patterns in the pitch-sweep test. (left) pitch-up, (right) pitch-down. α = +5 degrees. 
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Fig. 9. Comparison of temperature profile and the transition position  

obtained from the pitch-fix and pitch-sweep tests  
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Fig. 10. Comparison of transition points in the pitch-fix and pitch-sweep tests  
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Fig. 11. Comparison of the transition points for the different pitch-sweep speeds 

 
 

5 Conclusions 
The applicability of cntTSP to the continuous moving model (pitch-sweep test) was investigated in the 
low-speed wind tunnel. The laminar to turbulent boundary-layer transition appeared on the simplified 
airplane model was visualized in the pitch-fix and pitch-sweep test. The transition patterns varied with 
the model pitch angle were successfully visualized by cntTSP.  
The temperature distributions generated by the boundary-layer transition shows small dependency on 
the pitch-sweep direction, which is a result of the different surface temperature response. The pitch-up 
motion can generate better temperature contrast between the laminar and turbulent regions compared to 
the pitch-down motion.  
The detected transition positions in the pitch-sweep tests show small delays from the pitch-fix result. 
This delay can be corrected by the constant angle shift. However the reason of this delay in the pitch-
sweep test is still unclear in this work. 
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Following investigations are suggested in the future test. 
• Influence of the TSP active layer thickness to the response of cntTSP sensor. 
• Surface temperature change after stopping the model motion in the pitch-sweep test. 
• Comparison with other surface measurements, e.g. oil flow visualization or hot film, for further 

understanding of the surface flow topology. 
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